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Flavor and fragrance (F&F) adulteration is a
frequently present problem in the perfumery industry,
thus reliable determination of the volatile profile of
perfume and other cosmetic products is a crucial
question. However, gas chromatography coupled with
mass spectrometry is a widely used technique for
F&F analysis, the obtained information is not always
enough for an accurate identification.
The GC-MS (TOF) system combined with a unique
solid phase FTIR can provide a solution for reliable
peak assignment also in the case of positional or
diastereomer isomers.
The GC separates the components and gives additional
information about the retention behavior through
linear retention indices (LRI), while the MS and solid
phase FTIR spectrometer provide structural elucidation.

The solid phase FTIR is compatible with standard GC
columns and injection mode, with a simple post
column flow splitting it can interface with GC-MS
instrumentation. Practically, in this novel technique
the separated compounds are condensed in small
singular spots on a rotating disc, thus distortion of
spectra is eliminated, giving an excellent spectral
resolution which provides unique IR spectra for each
molecule.
In this application note a commercially available
perfume sample was studied, focusing on the hardly
identifiable compounds.
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Experimental Conditions
The GC-MS profile was acquired by a DANI
Master TOF MS Plus and DiscovIR-GC System.
For the separation an SLB-5ms column (30 m ×
0.25 mm id × 0.25 µm, Merck Millipore) was employed.
FTIR parameters: the FTIR spectrum were acquired
from 700 to 4000 wavenumber (cm-1); the rotation
speed and temperature of the disc were 3 mm·min-1
and -50°C, respectively; transferline and restrictor
temperature were 280°C.
GC parameters: the injection of 1 µL perfume sample
was performed at 280°C in split mode (1:10).
Constant linear velocity: 30 cm/sec.
Temperature program: 50°C to 280°C (5 min), at
3°C/min.
MS parameters: the samples were analyzed using a
mass range of 40-500 m/z; acquisition rate: 5
spectra/sec; interface and ion source temperatures
were 300°C and 200°C, respectively.
MS ionization mode: electron ionization.
For LRI calculation on non-polar stationary phase a
C7-C30 saturated n-alkane (49451-U, Merck Millipore)
series was used as reference standard.

Table 1. Operating Conditions
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Results and discussion
The studied innovative technique provides the distinction
of diastereomer or positional isomers with very similar
MS spectra and retention behavior, trough the specificity
of the “fingerprint” region around 1100 cm-1.
Exploiting the enhanced discriminating power a
unique library was developed containing TOF MS and
solid phase FTIR spectrum. The F&F database, including about 1500 MS and FTIR spectrum of pure standards, contains also experimental LRI values of

Figure 1. Chromatogram obtained by GC-TOF.
Upper: Complete Volatile profile.

each compound. Boosting this comprehensive information
collection a universal post-run software, namely
CromatoPlus Spectra, allows the library searching
using the FTIR and MS spectral similarity and LRI
filter simultaneously.
The developed system was applied for the analysis of
a commercially available perfume sample.
The obtained volatile fraction is shown on Figure 1.

Lower: Enlargement of a critical target compound
peak.
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Volatiles were identified using the F&F library.
The similarity filter level can be selected and personalized
for each parameter. In fact, either a simple MS search
can be performed or it can be supported by a second
filter, namely LRI or also FTIR spectrum can be considered,
and any combination of these three individual analytical
information.
To demonstrate the importance of the application of
all three filters to achieve a univocal identification, in
the first step only mass spectral similarity was used
(Figure 2 upper). Nine musk isomers with almost
identical MS similarity were obtained as candidates
even setting the MS filter more than 900 (90%).
Considering also the LRI values with a filter of ±5 LRI
units the long list of candidates obtained for the target
molecule (LRI:1916) was reduced to three compounds

with very similar retention behavior (Figure 2.
center). The C16 musk compound isomers due to the
excellent specificity of the FTIR spectrum, difference in
similarity is one order of magnitude, can be distinguish
reliably (Figure 2 down). In the presented case the
correct identification of the right compound,
trans-Toraymusk, is very important. It is noteworthy,
that use of animal derived musk is prohibited, thus
muskodor is substituted mainly with synthetic polymer
or macrocyclic musk-type fragrances.
According to the number of carbon atoms in the ring and
double bond position and geometry, musk compounds
provide different odor sensation, in addition to musky
they can have secondary odors such as dry and powdery or
floral or fatty and soapy (1, 2).

Figure 2. CromatoPlus Spectra automatic MS similarity
filter (upper), simultaneous LRI (center) filter and FTIR
spectral similarity filter (lower, red line: spectra of the
target compound).
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A total number of 30 F&F was identified in the analyzed
perfume: 1.88% of the volatile fraction with almost two
independent analytical information, 90.76% with all
three confirmations was identified.
However, two major compounds were not present in
the library, due to the functional group specific FTIR
spectrum and similar matches found in the library they
were classified as unknown diol compounds.

In the case of the fragrances at lower concentration
FTIR spectral similarity was also lower, but as a
third confirmation giving the best match for the
target compound it can be a further support in the
identification.

Conclusions
The combination of the novel GC-TOF/solid phase
FTIR with the F&F library with embedded LRI and
CromatoPlusSpectra provide an unsurpassed support
for a univocal identification of F&F molecules in a
single analysis for the target compounds present in
the library.

But it can give a unique possibility also for the prediction
of unknown or low-concentration molecules using
all three independent analytical information: due to
the spectral data the molecular class or family can
be individualize according to compounds with similar
spectrum in the search list, while LRI information
can confirm or exclude candidates.
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